Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Rice (*Oryza sativa* L.) is a primary staple food crop for more than 3.5 billion population of the world and cultivated across at least 114 countries^[@CR1]^. Rice is grown on an area of 163 million hectares with the production of 758.9 million tonnes (499.2 million tonnes milled basis) of rice^[@CR2]^. In India rice is cultivated on 43.79 million hectares with a production of 112.91 million tonnes of milled rice in 2017--18^[@CR3]^. Rice production must be enhanced by about 60% to meet dietary needs by the year 2025 to match the explosive increase in world population^[@CR4]^.

Rice is the main principal household cereal crop and nutritional security food crop of North East India. It occupies 75% of the total cultivated area of the region (4.58 million hectares)^[@CR5]^. North-Eastern (NE) India being the secondary source centre of origin of rice, it is a hotspot of rice genetic resources in the world and rich in rice crop diversity. These landraces are grown in diverse ecosystems ranging from the high altitude of Arunachal Pradesh, the flood-prone areas of Assam, and rainfed, irrigated, upland, steep terraces and deep-water, *Jhum* and *tilla* land ecologies. Due to its wide spectra of cultivation systems and erratic rainfall due to climate change, rice cultivation in the NE region particularly Assam has experienced water stress condition in recent year's drastically reducing yield. Now there has been tremendous pressure mounting on the breeders to identify the sources of resistance/tolerance to drought stress in rice to combat water stress condition.

Among the various groups of rice cultivated in Assam, upland rice cultivar of North East India which is directly sown in fields during March-April and harvested in July-August is known agronomically as "*aus/ahu"* rice^[@CR6]^. These are photoperiod insensitive landraces maintained by farmers endowed with tremendous genetic variability and valuable genes for various abiotic stress tolerances as they are not subjected to selective breeding over a long period. Recently, with the use of genome sequence information, *aus* subpopulation is identified as distinct subpopulation from both *indica* and *japonica* subpopulation of *O. sativa* species^[@CR6]--[@CR9]^. Recent sequencing of wild rice relatives *Oryza rufipogon* species complex suggested that *aus* cultivars evolved from a distinct population of the annual *Oryza nivara* found in NE India, Bangladesh and Northern Myanmar^[@CR9],[@CR10]^. Kim *et al*.^[@CR9]^ stated that "the cultivated *aus* cultivars and its wild ancestor represent an underappreciated genetic resource". These *aus* rice cultivars are early maturing, photoperiod insensitive and drought tolerant^[@CR8],[@CR11]^. The genetic diversity among *aus* genotypes is abundant and they are enriched with various abiotic and biotic stress resistance genes^[@CR6],[@CR10],[@CR12],[@CR13]^. For example, a traditional *aus* cultivar FR 13A harbour *Sub1* gene which confers submergence tolerance^[@CR14],[@CR15]^; likewise Kasalath an *aus* type cultivar was the donor of *Pstol1* gene which confers phosphorus starvation tolerance^[@CR13]^. Rayada, N-22 and Dular *aus* type cultivars have a large root length and high root density and drought resistance^[@CR16],[@CR17]^. Nagina22 deep-rooted an *aus* type rice cultivar is the donor for heat and drought tolerant traits^[@CR18]--[@CR23]^. BG1222 an *aus* type cultivars harbour xa34 bacterial blight resistance genes^[@CR24]^. Most of the drought-tolerant rice are originated from *aus* rice germplasm which has been cultivated in Northeast India and Bangladesh^[@CR12],[@CR25]^. Knowledge of the genetic diversity of rice genotypes is useful for core collection development and effective conservation strategy. In the present study, an attempt was made to study genetic diversity in a few rice genotypes of North East India, the majority of which were agronomically identified as *aus/ahu* cultivars along with few *indica* rice.

The root system is the main part of plants for the absorption of water and nutrients from soil^[@CR26]^. Root is the first organ to experience water stress and thus root system plays a vital role under drought stress conditions^[@CR27]--[@CR29]^. Root traits such as small fine root diameter, long specific root length and root length density play a major role in water uptake and maintaining plant productivity under drought. The nature and type of root characteristics are the main factors deciding their survival and adaptation to drought. The distribution of the root system and its density indicate water uptake potential^[@CR30]^. In rice, deep rooting is governed by *DEEPER ROOTING1*, which confers improved drought resistance in drought stress environment^[@CR31]^. In upland rice, the long root system is highly associated with drought tolerance^[@CR32]^.

Study on root traits particularly in the field condition is very challenging and thus is very limited. Similarly, no attempt has been made to study the genetic architecture of the root traits in relation to drought tolerance using rice from North East India which necessitates the study of the diversity for such traits for supplement rice improvement works. It is envisaged that the selection of diverse parents based on root traits and drought tolerance would facilitate the development of transgressive segregates, as well as, heterotic groups for hybrid crop breeding in the population. However, genetic diversity analysis solely based on phenotypic traits may not be a reliable measure of genetic differences as they are influenced by environmental factors^[@CR33]--[@CR35]^. Thus, DNA based markers such as RAPD (Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA), SSR (Simple Sequence repeat), AFLP (Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism) and SNP (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism) have been routinely used to assess the genetic divergence among the genotypes as they are not influenced by environmental factors.

Multi-allelic nature and high polymorphism of SSR markers help to establish the relationship among the individuals even with less number of markers^[@CR36]^. SSR markers are preferred as they are abundance in the genome, well-distributed throughout the genome, hyper-variable, multi-allelic and co-dominant nature, ease of assaying, highly reproducible and highly informative^[@CR37],[@CR38]^. SSR markers are immensely valuable in studies of variation detection, diversity analysis, phylogeny, population structure, gene mapping and association studies^[@CR39],[@CR40]^.

The knowledge of the extent of genetic variation, diversity and genetic relationships between genotypes of the crop is vital and foundation for developing an improved cultivar possessing high yield, good grain quality and adapted to various abiotic and biotic stresses situations. Knowledge of the genetic diversity of rice genotypes is useful for core collection development and effective conservation strategy. Thus in this present study attempt has been made to (a) estimate the extent of genetic diversity in indigenous landraces using both morphological traits (drought tolerance, root and shoot traits) as well as SSR markers genotypic data. (b) To study the genetic structure in a few rice germplasm from NE India.

Materials and Methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Plant materials {#Sec3}
---------------

The experimental material for the present investigation comprised of 114 genotypes of rice (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Pure seeds of 114 genotypes were collected from Regional Agricultural Research Station (RARS), Titabar farm of Assam Agricultural University, Jorhat. These genotypes were directly sown in moist soil and evaluated in three replication for various root and shoot traits and drought tolerance using PVC pipes in a rain shelter at ICR (Instrumental cum Research) farm of Assam Agricultural University, Jorhat. Mean performance was recorded for root length, fresh root weight, dry root weight, root volume, root angle, bottom root number, peripheral root number, shoot length, dry shoot weight, fresh shoot weight, root to shoot ratio and ratio of deep rooting (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The root angle, bottom root number and peripheral root number were measured using basket method^[@CR41]^. The root length, shoot length, fresh root weight and shoot weight data of 45-day-old plants were recorded using PVC pipes following standard method^[@CR42]^. Plants were sampled and dried at 80 °C for seven days and root dry weight and shoot dry weight was recorded. The seedling stage drought tolerance score was recorded separately by growing the genotypes in the seedbed of three-row of 2-meter length per genotype in three replication under rain protected condition following Swain *et al*.^[@CR43]^. The observation for drought tolerance was recorded at 32 and 34 days after withdrawal of life-saving irrigation (DAWW) when the soil moisture content was around 7--8% (W/V) and susceptible check (IR64 and Ranjit) showed complete drought stress symptoms using "Standard Evaluation System for Rice (SES)"^[@CR44]^. The Soil moisture status was determined by the gravimetric method^[@CR45]^.Table 1Mean performance of 114 genotypes for root, shoot and drought tolerance traits.Sl. No.GenotypeDrought Score 32 DAWIDrought Score 34 DAWIRecoveryRoot Length (cm)Shoot Length (cm)Fresh Root Weight (gm)Dry Root Weight (gm)Fresh Shoot Weight (gm)Dry Shoot Weight (gm)Root Volume (ml)Root Angle\
(0)Periphery Root NumberBottom Root\
NumberRoot:\
Shoot RatioRatio of Deep Rooting1AhuJoha0.950.950.049.5044.670.470.091.680.340.082815.0010.000.210.402Annada0.950.950.189.6354.330.820.321.910.461.974013.338.330.180.383ARC 103720.040.850.9522.0084.670.720.265.181.152.876011.0020.000.260.654AS 1000.950.950.0412.0046.000.340.080.700.140.604825.008.330.260.265AS 11960.950.950.4811.0039.670.210.040.470.100.435622.6717.000.280.436AS 178/30.950.950.1816.1761.330.410.082.570.631.034014.334.670.270.257AS 1910.950.950.0411.4760.330.960.282.040.481.504021.0013.330.190.398AS 193/10.950.950.8511.0344.330.470.310.940.320.80609.0040.000.250.819AS 1950.480.950.7014.5046.670.820.221.800.211.006032.6717.670.310.3510AS 203/20.750.850.1814.0062.330.780.150.820.261.20609.337.000.230.4411AS 2060.950.950.1810.5350.170.500.300.870.280.75568.336.670.210.4512AS 2080.950.950.9513.5042.330.390.100.770.160.555212.676.330.320.3313AS 2090.950.950.049.0057.000.210.122.170.470.803614.0011.000.160.4414AS 2290.950.950.7011.2361.330.360.241.780.520.604820.3310.000.180.3315AS 2530.850.850.1813.3344.570.170.120.570.210.904423.0010.330.300.3116AS 270.950.950.7011.0061.330.740.120.860.221.075222.3312.330.180.3617AS 3050.950.950.4810.9049.000.520.121.930.370.402414.6712.670.220.4618AS 3130.480.950.0417.0077.671.640.357.471.492.132416.676.330.220.2719AS 313/40.920.950.9514.5044.000.240.070.510.160.726013.6710.330.330.4320AS 3140.550.550.489.9068.330.250.122.210.530.754015.6713.000.150.4521AS 3270.850.850.048.1747.670.130.080.290.140.235621.3313.670.170.3922AS 36/200.950.950.9510.9353.000.940.371.960.451.784011.3317.000.210.6023AS 38/20.040.040.0410.6732.000.280.070.510.170.435626.6715.670.330.3724AS 390.950.950.9515.0051.670.410.120.780.260.505230.0015.000.290.3325AS 39/130.700.950.7011.0046.170.560.171.210.350.773633.0018.000.240.3626AS 480.800.950.0411.8351.000.160.060.940.210.536017.338.000.230.3127AS 4890.950.950.0410.1750.001.010.351.950.431.874013.6712.330.200.4728AS 64--650.950.950.8517.0055.000.380.120.740.260.554431.0011.000.310.2629AS 66--690.920.950.0415.3361.670.950.241.850.302.003615.004.330.250.2130As 69--700.800.950.0411.0034.000.130.020.720.150.206020.007.000.330.2631AS 750.950.950.4813.0073.671.700.293.800.642.505211.005.330.180.3232AS 93/10.550.550.0411.0054.000.560.111.230.301.005622.6713.330.200.3833Bahmori0.950.950.049.9742.000.870.171.930.371.174825.177.670.240.2334BairingGusmu0.950.950.959.8346.330.270.160.660.270.633612.006.000.210.3235Balam -20.850.950.0411.5062.000.370.241.240.520.604824.6710.000.190.2836Banglami0.040.920.4814.3375.330.950.182.610.572.075628.0016.000.180.3637Bangloni0.750.920.4810.1756.330.750.131.850.361.632821.3311.000.180.3438BengenaGutia0.950.950.9511.0057.670.440.131.210.341.075638.0015.330.190.2939Beria Bhonga0.950.950.049.3351.000.160.080.900.220.232430.0014.000.190.3240Bet GutiAhu0.700.950.0417.5049.330.480.741.360.310.574032.0012.670.350.2941BilshaAhu0.750.950.4813.3385.671.760.416.731.242.805217.0015.000.160.4742Bizor0.040.040.0414.8750.330.420.163.680.731.436021.006.000.300.2443Bizor-II0.040.040.0411.5059.670.870.173.750.741.536013.338.000.200.3744BogaAhu0.850.950.0410.5054.330.470.061.080.191.005616.0010.000.190.3845Bogagajep0.700.950.8514.3357.330.630.181.930.421.402818.000.000.250.0046BongalAhu0.950.950.9513.6051.330.550.131.200.181.405220.3310.000.270.3247Bor Kola Ahu0.950.950.0413.6371.331.420.412.871.221.935619.6714.330.190.4248Chapali (144)0.950.950.9512.6353.330.170.110.630.261.134414.678.000.240.3649Chapali (264)0.950.950.0414.0073.331.170.273.600.771.674033.0010.330.190.2450China0.950.950.8511.7054.330.860.143.400.781.374017.009.330.220.3651Darakhoj0.700.950.049.5061.330.810.252.730.751.005216.004.330.160.2152Dau Kola Maghi0.950.950.0414.1765.331.530.334.571.372.435622.3310.000.220.3153Decembor Sali-10.700.950.4817.5073.000.750.203.620.701.922814.336.000.240.2954DogaRonga0.950.950.0415.3350.000.910.211.870.302.004015.006.000.310.2855DusriAhu0.950.950.7016.0033.000.230.100.240.150.536021.6712.670.490.3756Gajef Sali-30.700.950.049.9758.330.420.111.180.301.006036.0015.000.170.3057GaramAhu-II0.950.950.0410.0039.000.160.030.450.090.385619.6717.330.260.4758Garem-I0.950.950.0419.2361.830.280.111.550.410.755226.009.330.310.2659GorunatiaAhu0.800.950.9518.0083.831.540.283.720.732.636014.679.330.220.3960GuborGuni0.950.950.9511.9073.330.740.282.420.631.503620.677.000.160.2661HafaAhu0.950.950.9522.6774.002.650.344.891.064.004024.338.330.310.2662Hafa Ahu-20.950.950.9515.2762.001.810.753.290.981.843624.007.670.250.2463HaldharSali0.850.950.0416.8361.000.750.201.000.381.435628.336.330.280.1864HalodhiaGutiaSali0.850.950.0410.4047.330.170.070.410.180.183614.335.330.220.2765HatiSali0.480.950.7017.0057.671.740.376.351.532.802516.676.330.170.2966HaraipowaAhu0.950.950.9514.5731.670.260.120.240.130.474424.0014.330.460.3867HorinKajuli0.040.040.0421.1794.332.190.6710.031.903.376026.3313.330.220.3468Hybrid-140.950.950.9510.3358.670.390.181.490.361.306013.008.000.180.3869IkoraGuni0.950.950.0417.0078.670.920.903.140.162.205228.674.000.220.1270Ikora Guni-20.950.950.9512.2072.330.850.632.220.141.604422.004.670.170.1771Inglongkiri0.040.850.4825.5081.508.572.499.812.828.656031.0020.000.310.3872IR-640.950.950.8510.5044.330.920.201.990.421.203630.0012.000.240.2973Jahinga0.480.950.0411.2060.670.290.161.590.540.782434.3313.670.180.2974KacherSali0.950.950.9511.1379.330.700.282.410.631.745641.0015.000.140.2675Kehong0.950.950.0413.3745.000.480.321.040.320.805612.3312.330.300.5176Kehong-20.950.950.8518.0762.670.750.141.910.450.774018.334.670.290.2077Kholihoi0.480.700.0414.1375.001.190.504.820.931.706023.3314.000.190.3878Koimurali0.950.950.4811.3030.330.250.110.220.130.496021.0013.000.450.3879Koizapori-I0.950.950.0412.5354.670.520.281.420.441.215614.009.670.230.4180Koizapori-II0.950.950.859.0348.170.480.280.950.340.80527.006.670.210.4881Koizapori-III0.950.950.0411.9042.670.500.150.680.230.805625.6712.000.280.3282Kola Ahu0.950.950.0412.2051.000.280.110.660.170.615627.0012.000.240.3183Kola Ahu-20.950.950.049.9732.000.160.040.230.050.425626.3310.000.310.2884Kola MeghiAhu0.950.950.4810.9066.670.240.101.180.270.833222.6710.000.160.3085Kola Meghi Ahu-20.950.950.959.0060.000.180.051.400.280.802825.0012.000.150.3286Kola Sali0.950.950.959.6750.500.210.100.690.260.675625.0014.000.190.3687KoniAhu0.920.950.9513.1753.000.900.151.300.271.533639.0025.000.250.4088Kosamoni0.040.950.0413.1765.330.950.221.970.431.706421.3313.000.200.3889Lachit0.550.700.7014.5030.000.390.190.520.180.414018.004.000.230.1890LaudubiSali0.950.950.958.0049.500.110.080.410.240.506041.3310.000.160.1991Maijao0.950.950.9510.3355.501.000.222.020.361.934029.6716.000.180.3592Maizao0.950.950.0412.5040.000.800.201.750.410.703632.0016.000.310.3393ManoharSali0.700.950.0416.0052.330.510.271.320.421.006015.009.670.310.3994Mazu Bairon-20.700.700.0414.5060.670.900.132.000.401.204833.677.330.240.1895MirenKillak0.950.950.0413.1035.670.090.030.150.030.155619.3314.670.370.4396Naga Ahu0.950.950.9515.8767.670.950.173.000.642.004419.3310.670.230.3697Nepali Sali0.850.950.959.3358.000.450.111.860.350.935255.0012.330.160.1898Nilazi0.950.950.489.4056.000.570.251.290.171.394436.0012.330.220.2699Norin 18/Patnai 230.700.950.0410.6760.330.550.221.420.431.00166.679.330.180.59100PaniSali0.700.950.488.3352.000.270.051.990.450.90528.6711.000.160.56101PoromaAhu0.950.950.9511.0361.130.510.221.420.360.575633.677.000.210.17102Raja Ahu0.040.950.0410.0030.000.300.100.800.090.535616.0010.670.340.40103Ranga Sali-20.950.950.957.0051.000.360.100.400.190.331623.0011.000.160.32104Ranjit0.950.950.0412.1745.000.620.131.680.361.302431.0011.670.270.29105Rikhoijoi0.920.950.1811.0065.001.800.182.471.091.274023.678.000.170.25106Rikhoijoi-20.950.950.6910.2758.670.690.180.620.311.434820.5010.170.170.33107RongaAhu0.950.950.1810.4355.170.630.151.040.321.274428.338.330.260.23108Ronga Doria-30.950.950.959.8351.000.210.110.730.280.834820.0016.330.200.45109RongaJira0.700.700.0411.9358.670.530.261.310.421.405617.009.330.200.36110Rongadoria Local0.550.750.4813.0767.000.490.271.230.360.795225.0017.670.200.41111RongKhong0.950.950.4812.7365.500.580.251.480.380.635620.3313.000.190.39112Sercher0.950.950.959.7369.670.230.132.170.560.833614.3314.670.140.51113SohaliaAhu0.950.950.9512.0074.330.750.282.350.651.474017.007.000.160.29114SoruRongaAhu0.950.950.0410.6333.330.160.060.260.080.536029.339.330.320.25**Mean0.820.890.4312.6056.030.700.221.860.451.2049.6621.9611.100.230.34C.V**.**4.132.299.687.376.2141.1669.6333.1146.5451.0214.9020.8526.208.3420.53F ratio137.36243.15262.1836.1044.1427.388.6521.6310.387.9712.4010.038.5335.227.41F Prob**.**0.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.00S.E**.**0.020.010.020.542.010.170.090.360.120.354.272.641.680.010.04C.D. 5%0.050.030.071.495.600.470.250.990.340.9911.907.364.680.030.11C.D. 1%0.070.040.091.977.380.610.331.310.441.3015.699.716.170.040.15**

SSR genotyping {#Sec4}
--------------

### DNA isolation and PCR amplification {#Sec5}

A total of 140 SSR markers and 30 genes specific (root related traits and aquaporin) SSR markers covering all 12 chromosomes were used to assess the level of genetic diversity among 114 rice accessions. Finally, 65 markers including four gene-specific markers out of 170 SSR markers were chosen for genetic diversity analysis because they were found polymorphic and showed prominent distinguishable banding patterns among genotypes. The genetic sequence of genes related to root traits and drought tolerance factors were downloaded from <http://rapdb.dna.affrc.go.jp/> and <http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/>. Gene-specific primers were designed using Primer 3 software. SSR marker sequences, annealing temperature and chromosomal locations are obtained from the GRAMENE database. The total genomic DNA from each of the genotypes included in the present study was extracted following the protocol of Plaskhe *et al*.^[@CR46]^ with slight modification. The quantity of genomic DNA was measured using a Nanodrop instrument. The final concentration of DNA was adjusted to 30 ng/μl for PCR reaction. The amplification conditions were based on the procedure of Panaud *et al*.^[@CR47]^. The PCR reaction volume was 10 μl. The PCR reaction mixture of 10 μl consists of 0.4 mMdNTPs, 4 mM of MgCl2, 150 mM of Tris-HCl, 10 pmoles of forward and reverse primer and 0.05 U Taq polymerase with 30 ng of DNA. The reagents were mixed thoroughly and then placed in a Thermal Cycler (PCR Gene AMP® 2400, Applied Biosystems, USA) for cyclic amplification using the amplification programme Step 1 (Initial denaturation) 94 °C for 5 min. Step 2 (Denaturation) 94 °C for 1 min. Step 3 (Annealing) 32 °C for 1 min. Step 4 (Extension) 72 °C for 1 min. Step 5 (Final extension) 72 °C for 5 min. Step 6 (Storage) 4 °C for infinity. Steps 2, 3 and 4 were repeated 35 times.

### Gel electrophoresis, photography and allele scoring {#Sec6}

Amplified products were separated based on their size using 3% agarose gel electrophoresis and 1x TBE buffer in the horizontal electrophoresis tank. The photograph of the gel was digitally documented in Gel Documentation System (UVP, UK). The molecular weight of distinct bands or amplified fragments was measured in base pair by comparing with the band size of 100 bp ladder (GeNeI Company) with IR-36 as molecular weight reference^[@CR48]^.

### Data analysis {#Sec7}

The root traits and drought tolerance were subjected to analysis of variance (ANOVA), clustering based on the algorithm of unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) using R packages^[@CR49]^.

To identify the genetic structure of the given population and assign individuals to populations, the software STRUCTURE version 2.3.4 was used^[@CR50]^. To derive the optimal number of groups (K), STRUCTURE was run with K varying from 1 to 10, with five runs for each K value. To determine the true value of K, ad hoc statistic ΔK was followed. Parameters were set to 1,00,000 burn-in periods and 5,00,000 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) replications after burn-in with an admixture and allele frequencies correlated model. The method described by Evano *et al*.^[@CR51]^ was used to estimate the most probable K value for the analyzed data, using the web tool Structure Harvester ver. 0.6. application^[@CR52]^.

The number of alleles (N), Ne (Allelic richness) Shannon information index (I), observed heterozygosity (Ho), expected heterozygosity (He), and fixation index (I)) were determined by using GenAlEx 6.502 programme^[@CR53]^. A PIC value of each marker was determined as suggested by Botstein *et al*.^[@CR54]^. Further, the allelic data were subjected to estimation of genetic distances among genotypes using simple matching coefficients by bootstrapping 1000 times and they were clustered using a neighbor-joining method using Darwin software version 6.0^[@CR55]^. Further, analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) was performed to describe variance components among individuals and the population differentiation among the seven assumed subpopulations using GeneAlEx 6.502 program^[@CR53]^ with 1000 permutations. Principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) was performed to highlight the resolving power of the ordination and the first two components were used to represent the genotypes in the graphical form. PCoA and dissimilarity matrix was performed by using DARwin software version 6.0^[@CR55]^. Genetic differentiation among the assumed subpopulation was analysed using Nei's gene diversity statistics using GenAlEx program version 6.502. Venn diagram analysis was performed to identify common varieties between the model-based cluster and neighbor-joining based grouping using online interactive tool Venny 2.1^[@CR56]^. A Mantel test was done to test similarities of distance and kinship matrices, with 30,000 permutations for a two-tailed Mantel test using R packages^[@CR57]^.

Result {#Sec8}
======

Phenotypic traits {#Sec9}
-----------------

Analysis of variance revealed significant differences among the genotypes for all traits measured in the study (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). UPGMA based dendrogram analysis grouped the 114 rice accession into 7 clusters using fifteen roots and shoot traits. Clusters III, V, VI and VII comprised of 11, 3, 3 and 97 rice germplasm, respectively (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The cluster I composed a solitary genotype 'Inglongkiri' which was the best genotype among 114 rice germplasm considering several root traits together. The cluster II composed of 'Horin Kajuli' which showed drought tolerance with high shoot and fresh shoot weight. The cluster III genotypes have a relatively low root angle. The genotypes 'ARC10372' and 'As 313' were the best genotypes in this cluster for root and shoot traits. The cluster IV was composed of 'As 1913/1' which was found to be drought susceptible with the shallow and fibrous root system. The cluster V composed of 'As 138/2', 'Bizor' and 'Bizor-II' genotypes which showed to be drought tolerant. Genotypes of cluster VI were dwarf genotypes with the shallow but narrow root system. The cluster VII was the largest group with 97 genotypes, among them 'As 314', 'As 93/1', 'Jahinga', 'Kosamoni' and 'Raja Ahu' showed drought tolerance. These results revealed that considerable variation existed among genotypes for drought, root and shoot traits.Table 2ANOVA of 114 genotypes for root, shoot and drought tolerance parameters.Source of VariationdfMean squareDrought Score at 32 DAWWDrought Score at 34 DAWWRecoveryRoot LengthShoot LengthFresh Root weightDry Root weightFresh Shoot WeightDry Shoot WeightRoot VolumeRoot AnglePeripheri RootBottom root No.Root:Shoot ratioRatio of Deep RootingReplicate20.0000.0000.0025.42931.8400.1060.0350.3110.0790.4126.16128.1676.5270.0000.010Treatments1130.159^\*^0.102^\*^0.464\*31.094\*534.077\*2.302\*0.206\*8.245\*0.451\*3.001\*678.903\*210.243\*72.137\*0.013\*0.036\*Error2260.0010.0000.0020.86112.1000.0840.0240.3810.0430.37754.73620.9518.4530.0000.005^\*^Significant at 1%.Figure 1Grouping of genotypes based on the root, shoot and drought tolerance traits using UPGMA. Note: Numbering in x-axis indicates the genotypes serial number in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

PCA analysis revealed that the first principal component with eigenvalue of 5.21 accounted for 40.13% of contribution to total variation and a second component with eigenvalue of 2.0 accounted for 15.38% of contribution to the total variation in the population. These two principal components include fresh shoot weight, root volume, dry shoot weight, fresh root weight, drought score after 32 and 34 DAWW (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 2Grouping of genotype based on the first two principal components.

SSR polymorphism among rice varieties {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------

The polymorphism information content (PIC) of markers along with allele information such as number, size, highest frequency detected among 114 accessions is presented in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. In the present diversity analysis, PIC value ranged from 0.005 for RM 87 to 0.802 for RM 418 with an average of 0.51 for all the genotypes under study (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). The primer RM 474 and RM 320 showed higher discriminatory power to distinguish genotypes due to its high PIC value 0.747 and 0.749 respectively. The primer RM 87 and RM 480 showed lower PIC value 0.005 suggesting less discriminatory power of this primer under study. PIC value of microsatellite marker higher than 0.5 is considered highly informative^[@CR54]^. The highest resolving power (3.05) was observed for RM219 and lowest (0.32) for RM480 with an average of 1.37. The most major frequent allele frequency of 0.90 was observed for the marker RM480 and the lowest (0.35) was observed for RM24 with a mean of 0.61.Table 3Polymorphism information observed among 114genotypes based on SSR markers.Sl. No.PrimerChromosome No.Annealing tempAllele No.Size range (bp)Highest frequencyPICSize (bp)Freq (%)1OsSIP1;12532110--1151150.450.662P5CS (Proline)1552230--2402300.840.283OsZIP333552220--2402400.700.444SnRK23532220--2402400.680.475RM4232552270--2952700.670.496RM4242553240--2952600.450.667RM4752552185--2002000.530.578RM4223552370--3853850.500.579RM1274552210--2302300.610.5510RM5674552240--2602400.730.4411RM4805552190--2252250.900.1812RM5925554200--4002700.370.7213RM4006553195--2802200.430.6414RM3367553125--1951480.420.6715RM4187552250--3003000.410.8016RM2108552140--1651400.490.5717RM47410552226--2562560.360.7518RM5669552230--3003000.440.7219RM33310553165--2151920.560.6320RM49610552290--2652910.620.5221RM2111552132--1701320.680.4922RM16711552127--1591270.650.4923RM20611553128--2021280.500.6624RM91553124--1941940.750.4125RM241553152--1981980.350.7026RM5514553170--2401920.470.6627RM36553110--1501200.690.5128RM276655285--150850.750.4029RM22810552108--1541080.570.6730RM4297552140--1851400.720.4331RM62552150--1651650.680.5132RM482552200--2202000.820.2433RM223552185--2002000.540.5434RM1281552150--1651500.660.4835RM82552250--1602500.620.5736RM135552130--1501300.710.4537RM875552125--1301500.820.0138RM1615612165--1901650.650.5439RM2495552120--1501500.610.4840RM1155365--120700.580.6241RM4951552130--1401400.880.2242RM4311552250--2702700.540.5343RM2121552125--1451250.810.3244RM2632552170--1951950.530.5145RM73323552130--1501500.690.5046RM223552195--2002000.520.5247RM5453552210--2302100.680.4448RM2524553150--1701500.620.5349RM1274552122--1301300.550.5050RM2414552100--1101000.540.6551RM4405552170--2201700.610.4852RM3207553210--2302200.400.7553RM1257552125--1401250.680.4554RM258552130--1401300.540.6055RM728552160--1801600.410.5956RM1528552125--1401250.660.4657RM4088552120--1401200.810.3258RM2199554130--2302000.600.2159RM243349552120--1301300.750.3860RM24390955280--90800.670.4761RM17110552320--3703200.690.4362RM20211553180--1901800.600.5663RM1912552200--2302000.660.4664RM2816612552200--2102000.600.5065RM1212552170--2001700.750.38Note: Major allele is described as the allele with the highest frequency.

Population genetic diversity {#Sec11}
----------------------------

The population-level genetic diversity of the rice accessions under study is presented in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. Altogether 147 alleles were detected using 65 SSR markers, with an average of 2.26 alleles per locus, which indicated that genotypes of the present study were diverse. The number of alleles amplified varied from 2--4 and the highest number of alleles (4 alleles) were detected for RM 219 and RM 592. These two markers RM 219 and RM 592 showed the highest Nei's Gene diversity of 0.658 and 0.601 respectively. Observed heterozygosity (H~o~) ranged from 0 to 0.725 (RM219) with an average of 0.036 across all 65 loci. The majority of the SSR markers exhibited observed heterozygosity as zero, indicating that the majority of rice germplasm used in the present study were pure and completely homozygous for SSR markers used in the present study, which may be the result of the self-pollinated mode of reproduction of rice. Observed heterozygosity (0.041) was far lower than total expected heterozygosity (0.467) which is further supported by low gene flow (Nm) value for the majority of loci, except RM87, RM431, RM333, RM 336 and RM495. The average value of Nm was recorded at 3.264. Expected heterozygosity or gene diversity (He) estimated based on Nei distance varied from 0.118 (RM480) to 0658 (RM219) with an average of 0.334.Table 4Genetic diversity of 65 SSR markers in the 114 rice genotypes.MarkerNaNeHtHeHoF~IS~F~IT~F~ST~NmPICOsSIP1;122.4830.4550.4050110.1112.0120.66P5CS (Proline)21.4370.3660.1630110.5560.20.28OsZIP3321.4900.4730.1900.020.8970.9590.5980.1680.44SnRK221.9150.4680.3110110.3350.4960.47RM42321.6270.4980.2450110.5080.2420.49RM42432.5250.6560.5370.0080.9850.9880.1821.1250.66RM47521.8920.4560.3190.0080.9760.9830.2990.5860.57RM42222.0230.4390.3310.0090.9730.980.2450.7690.57RM12721.8180.4390.2830.0090.9680.980.3550.4540.55RM56721.9580.4110.3530110.141.5380.44RM48021.3130.1320.1180.0230.8090.8290.1072.0790.18RM59243.6310.6730.6010.1220.7970.8190.1072.0830.72RM40033.5030.6630.6180.3990.3540.3980.0683.4420.64RM33632.9880.5770.5030.0440.9120.9240.1281.70.67RM41822.2420.4010.3730.010.9730.9750.0693.370.8RM21022.0910.5020.3460.0050.9850.990.3110.5530.57RM47422.3250.4920.3630110.2610.7080.75RM56622.7430.4790.4780110.002104.60.72RM33332.6270.490.4690110.0435.6160.63RM49621.7390.470.2870110.3890.3930.52RM2121.9580.4770.2880110.3960.3810.49RM16721.6880.340.2930110.141.540.49RM20632.6730.6530.5460110.1641.2750.66RM932.1420.5690.3120.2020.3520.6450.4530.3020.41RM2432.7850.6620.5380.0310.9430.9530.1871.090.7RM55132.3970.60.4460.0370.9160.9380.2570.7240.66RM331.9860.5380.20110.6280.1480.51RM27621.7470.360.2250.0250.8890.9310.3740.4190.4RM22822.0490.2490.2050110.1781.1570.67RM42921.6400.2920.2670.0230.9120.920.0842.7110.43RM621.5570.4370.1230110.7190.0980.51RM4821.8110.3620.3290.2930.1120.1920.092.5130.24RM2221.8390.4990.280110.4390.320.54RM12821.6460.4740.2570110.4580.2960.48RM822.0860.3360.3180110.0534.4790.57RM1321.6690.4140.2490110.3980.3770.45RM8722.2350.4370.4280.441−0.03−0.0070.02211.20.01RM16121.6760.4490.1470110.6740.1210.54RM24921.8940.4990.3610.180.5010.6390.2760.6550.48RM132.3210.5360.4660110.1311.6580.62RM49521.4320.1960.1930110.01516.5990.22RM43122.1370.4950.4790110.0347.0870.53RM21221.7590.4330.2660110.3850.3990.32RM26321.9440.4960.3380.0050.9860.990.3180.5360.51RM733221.8070.1910.1660.0060.9670.9710.1291.690.5RM2221.8810.4960.3270110.340.4860.52RM54521.7670.3930.3690110.0623.7660.44RM25232.5020.5940.5210.0050.9910.9920.1231.7840.53RM127A22.0110.5070.4340.0160.9640.9690.1441.490.5RM24121.9140.7190.2310110.6780.1190.65RM44021.4420.4880.190110.6110.1590.48RM32032.9800.5890.4720110.1991.0040.75RM12521.6080.3120.2320110.2570.7240.45RM2521.9170.4910.2670110.4550.30.6RM7222.3650.4950.4410110.1092.0350.59RM15221.7640.4840.3780110.2190.8920.46RM40821.4640.4450.1440110.6780.1190.32RM21943.2750.7190.6580.725−0.102−0.0080.0852.70.21RM2433421.6960.3470.2880110.1691.2270.38RM2439021.7680.438001100.47RM17121.7270.4560.2870.0050.9830.9890.370.4250.43RM20232.6000.6310.5240110.171.2240.56RM1921.8000.4550.2620.0260.90.9420.4250.3380.46RM2816621.8860.4530.3620110.2020.9880.5RM1221.6050.3340.3030110.0932.4440.38Mean2.262.050.4670.3340.0410.9050.9210.283.2640.51Na = Number of alleles, Ne = Number of effective alleles, Ht = Total expected hetrogygosity, He = Gene Diversity, Ho = Observed Hetrogygosity, FIS = inbreeding coefficient, FIT = inbreeding coefficient to total, FST = Fixation index and Nm = Gene flow.

Genetic relationship among the germplasm {#Sec12}
----------------------------------------

### Population structure analysis using the model-based approach {#Sec13}

In the present study grouping in population was determined using STRUCTURE analysis. The population structure of the 114 genotypes was analyzed by Bayesian clustering model-based approach with admixture and k value ranging from 1 to 10 with 5 iterations using 65 polymorphic markers. The ΔK was found highest for the model parameter K = 3 then for other value of K (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and the standard deviation was least at K = 3. Hence the true number of subpopulations were considered as three (P1, P2 and P3) (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) which indicated that the whole population can be stratified into three subpopulations. Based on the sharing of genomic regions, genotypes in different populations were classified as pure or admixture. The accessions with the probability of ≥80% were considered as pure and assigned to corresponding subgroups while \<than 80% were categorized as admixture (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Among 114 genotypes, 84 were pure and 30 rice accessions were admixture. Subpopulation P1 showed 21 pure (58.3%) and 15 admixed (41.6%) landraces, P2 had 52 pure (82.5%) and 11 (17.5%) admixed landraces, and P3 had 11 pure (73.3%) and 4 (26.7%) admixed individuals. No significant grouping was observed based on drought tolerance and roots and shoot trait data in the present study. However, the P1 population has 'Kosamoni' as a tolerant genotype having the highest root angle (64°) indicating a narrow rooting system. The best performing genotypes in the population (P1) were 'Kosamoni' for drought tolerance and 'Hafa Ahu' for root volume, fresh root weight and root length. The genotypes 'Banglami', 'Bizor', 'Bizor-2', 'Horin Kajuli' and 'Raja Ahu' genotypes were the best genotypes of the P2 population for drought tolerance and high recovery rate. 'Horin Kajuli' was the best genotype of this group in terms of drought tolerance, root volume, fresh root weight and dry shoot weight. In this group, 'Boga Gajeb', 'Gajef Sali-3' and 'Norin 18/Patnai 23' showed moderate drought tolerance and rest genotypes were susceptible to drought. As many as, 30 genotypes were observed as admixtures. Among the genotypes of admixtured origin, the genotypes 'Inglongkiri', 'ARC 10372', 'As 38/2' showed drought tolerance. Among all 114 genotypes, 'Inglongkiri' was also found to be the best genotypes for root volume, fresh root weight and dry shoot weight and root length. This indicated that different population identified using SSR markers also showed variation for different traits under study. These drought-tolerant genotypes can be used in drought tolerance improvement breeding programmes in rice.Figure 3A plot of delta K values from the Structure analyses of 114 rice accessions, obtained through Structure harvester ver. 0.6. Application (Earl and Vonholdt^[@CR52]^).Figure 4Population structure of 114 rice accession based on 65 SSR markers. Note: Numbering of genotypes corresponds to the serial number in Table [1.](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}

F~ST~ statistics were calculated using STRUCTURE software to estimate the level of population structure. The F~ST~ values of 0.319, 0.332 and 0.570 for sub-populations P1, P2 and P3 with an average value of 0.407 indicated moderate population structure. In model-based analysis mean alpha value was 0.1022. The genetic differentiation among subpopulations was very high (average F~ST~ = 0.407) based on classification given by Wright^[@CR58]^. Among the subpopulations, the P3 was highly differentiated followed by the P2 and P1. This genetic differentiation might be a result of natural selection favouring a different set of alleles in different ecologies and physical barrier which leads to low interchange or migration of alleles between different subpopulations. This is further supported by low gene flow (Nm) value for the majority of loci, except RM566 and RM495 SSR marker gene flow value. The average distance between individuals in P1, P2 and P3 was observed 0.358, 0.323 and 0.240 respectively, which indicated that P1 was the most diverse and less differentiated as compared to P2 and P3 subpopulation.

Pairwise F~ST~ values of sub-population range from 0.152 to 0.222 and showed significant differentiation among all the pairs which suggested that all the three groups were significantly different from each other. Based on pairwise F~ST~ estimate, P2 and P3 showed the highest level of differentiation from each other and population P1 and population P2 exhibited less differentiation from each other (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}).Table 5Pairwise population differentiation (F~ST~ value) below diagonal and gene flow (Nm) values above diagonal.PopulationP1P2P3P10.0001.3981.097P20.1520.0000.875P30.1860.2220.000

The genetic diversity at the subpopulation level was studied in terms of the mean number of alleles (Na), No of effective alleles (Ne), observed heterozygosity (Ho), gene diversity (He), unbiased expected heterozygosity (uHe) and Wright's fixation index (F), which is presented in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}.Table 6Genetic diversity statistics of 114 rice genotypes at sub-population levelsPopNaNeI ± SEHo ± SEHe ± SEuHe ± SEFP13.2922.2270.889 ± 0.0290.036 ± 0.0130.516 ± 0.0160.523 ± 0.0160.938 ± 0.021P23.1691.9040.728 ± 0.0370.029 ± 0.0140.423 ± 0.0220.426 ± 0.0220.95 ± 0.022P33.0622.0180.82 ± 0.0290.043 ± 0.0190.469 ± 0.0170.486 ± 0.0170.931 ± 0.031No. of different alleles (Na), No. effective alleles or allelic richness (Ne), Shanon information Index (I), observed heterozygosity (Ho), gene diversity (He), unbiased expected heterozygosity (uHe) and F fixation index (F).

The Na, F and Ne were comparable among the three subpopulations (Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}). The gene diversity was highest in P1. In all subpopulations, the mean expected heterozygosity was higher than mean observed heterozygosity. This was supported by the Mean fixation index of all subpopulations which was varied from 0.819 to 0.914.

### Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) {#Sec14}

AMOVA was done on population provided by model-based analysis, because of its reliability and consistency to provide detail information about the genetic constitution of the population. AMOVA revealed the presence of 17% of the variation was among populations, whereas, 77% of the variation among individuals and 6% of the variation among individuals within a population (Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}). AMOVA revealed that most of the variation in rice accession mainly occurred among individuals. Wright's F statistic (F~ST~) was 0.174, while F~IS~ and F~IT~ were 0.93 and 0.94, respectively. Higher F~IS~, which is measured at the subgroup level in the whole population, has indicated a lack of heterozygosity and high distinctness of populations, due to the autogamous nature of the crop. Determination of F~ST~ has shown high genetic variation among the population.Table 7Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) of 114 rice genotypes.SourceDfSSMSEst. Var.% of variationAmong Pops2486.090243.0453.24117%Among Individual1113289.69029.63714.28377%Within Individual114122.0001.0701.0706%Total2273897.78118.595100%**F-StatisticsValueP(rand \> = data)**F~ST~0.1740.001F~IS~0.9300.001F~IT~0.9420.001Nm1.184

Nei genetic distance ranged from 0.190 to 0.333. The maximum distance was observed between Pop 3 and pop 1 (0.333) and minimum distance was observed between pop1 and pop 2 (0.190), indicating that genomic differences between pop 3 and pop1 were more and it was less between pop1 and pop2 (Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}).Table 8Pairwise population matrix of Nei genetic distanceof 114 rice genotypes at sub-population levels.PopulationsP1P2P3P10.000P20.1900.000P30.3330.3030.000

### Neighbor-joining based clustering {#Sec15}

An unweighted neighbor-joining tree, based on the alleles detected by 65 SSR markers, showed the genetic relationships among the 114 accessions. Cluster analysis based on the unweighted neighbor-joining clustering method separated the accessions into three main groups along with admixture genotypes spreading over three different clusters (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), which showed similar results as model-based analysis. Cluster I was the largest cluster consist of 64 genotypes. Cluster II consisted of 26 genotypes followed by Cluster III having 24 genotypes. This pattern of clustering confirmed the existence of a significant amount of diversity. The genetic relationship results of the model-based analysis were compared with the unweighted neighbor-joining clustering method using the Venn diagram. Cluster-I generated through neighbor-joining unweighted analysis has 63.2% similarity of genotypes with subpopulation P1 generated through model-based analysis Fig. [6(A)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, whereas cluster-II showed 85.3% correspondence with subpopulation 2, Fig. [6(B)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Similarly, cluster-III showed 65.2% of similarity of genotype sharing with subpopulation 3, Fig. [6(C)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 5Unrooted neighbor-joining tree of 114 rice genotypes using SSR markers.Figure 6(**A**) Venn diagram showing co-linearity between model-based sub-population P1 & neighbor-joining based cluster 1. (**B**) Venn diagram showing co-linearity between model-based subpopulation P2 & neighbor-joining based cluster 2. (**C**) Venn diagram showing co-linearity between model-based subpopulation P3 & neighbor-joining based cluster 3.

### Principal coordinate analysis {#Sec16}

PCoA using SSR markers allelic data determines the genetic relatedness among the genotypes. The first three axes of differentiation explained 27.87% of the total variation. The first coordinate explained 11.63% of the variation and second coordinate explained 9.12% of the variation (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). PCoA analysis, similarly, grouped the genotypes as that of model-based analysis.Figure 7Principal Coordinate Analysis of 114 rice genotypes using SSR markers. Note: Numbering of genotypes corresponds to the serial number in Table [1.](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}

The results of unweighted neighbor-joining clustering tree and PCoA analysis were in close correspondence to results of model-based STRUCTURE analysis which further confirmed the population STRUCTURE results. The histogram showing the sampling distribution of our 1000 randomly-produced Pearson correlations with the diamond symbol showed the location of our observed correlation (0.059) (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Mantel test P value (0.937) revealed a lack of correlation between genotypic and phenotypic distances.Figure 8Mantel test plot showing genotypic vs phenotypic distance (P = 0.937).

A close correspondence was recorded in the results of AMOVA and F~ST~ analysis with that obtained from model based analysis, PCoA and unweighted neighbor-joining clustering. These revealed that the population under study has high genetic diversity and moderate population structure.

Discussion {#Sec17}
==========

Analysis of genetic relationship among individual is an important component and play a major role in their effective utilization in the crop improvement programme. Genetic diversity study provides knowledge about the level of genetic diversity and genetic structure of the population and serve as a platform for the selection of superior genotypes to be used as parents in crop improvement breeding programmes. The popularization of few improved varieties in a crop like rice among the farming community leads to the narrow genetic base of crop species which results in high susceptibility of crops to various abiotic and biotic stress damages^[@CR59],[@CR60]^. Therefore the inclusion of diverse valuable genetic base in breeding programmes can play a key role in the improvement of the degree of tolerance against various abiotic and biotic stress damages. The present investigation was aimed to throw some light on genetic variation for root traits and genetic diversity in North East Indian rice genotypes for their effective utilization in the breeding programme.

Dendrogram analysis based on root, shoot and drought tolerance traits revealed that the clustering pattern obtained is determined by mainly fresh shoot weight, root volume, dry shoot weight, fresh root weight and drought score traits. Cluster I genotype was characterized by the highest root volume, fresh root weight and dry root weight. Cluster II genotype is characterized by the highest fresh shoot weight and drought tolerance. Cluster IV genotype was characterized by drought susceptibility, root length and bottom root number. Cluster V is characterized by high drought tolerance and cluster 6 is characterized by low value for fresh shoot weight, dry shoot weight, root volume and fresh root weight. Cluster VII is characterized by drought susceptibility and intermediate value for root volume, fresh root weight, fresh shoot weight and dry shoot weight. The PCA analysis revealed that maximum diversity in a population of 114 rice germplasm was governed by fresh shoot weight, root volume, dry shoot weight, fresh root weight, drought score traits. This study revealed sufficient diversity and genotypes identified to be superior for one or more traits from different clusters might be useful in the hybridization programme to identify desirable segregants for the traits under study.

Genetic diversity refers to the presence of contrasting alleles of a gene in different individuals of the same species^[@CR61],[@CR62]^. Diversity analysis using molecular markers is advantageous over the conventional approach based on phenotypic data, as molecular markers provide true information at a genetic level without the influence of environmental effects and provide information about the genetic constitution of genotypes such as which genomic regions or alleles have come from which population^[@CR63]^. Genetic diversity study provides not only the phylogenetic relationship but also provide a chance of a finding a new and useful novel alleles present in a diverse set of accessions^[@CR64]^.

Polymorphism information content (PIC) indicates the informativeness of a marker and allelic diversity of the population. PIC value of 1 indicates that marker is highly polymorphic, and would have an infinite number of alleles, and the marker is more informative, suggesting higher discriminatory power of marker^[@CR65]^. SSR polymorphism analysis revealed an average PIC of 0.507 for 65 markers, which reflected the better discriminatory power of these markers to reveal the higher level of genetic diversity among genotypes and indicated the diverse nature of accessions under study. Similar results for average PIC were reported by Das *et al*.^[@CR66]^ in the landraces of northeast India. Behera *et al*.^[@CR67]^ reported a higher average PIC of 0.811 per locus, this might be due to the use of a more diverse set of rice accession in their study or due to the use of highly polymorphic markers. Shah *et al*.^[@CR68]^ and Pachauri *et al*.^[@CR69]^ have reported mean PIC values 0.37 and 0.38, respectively in sets of 14 improved varieties and 27 landraces of rice collected from different regions/zones of seven Indian states, which were lower to our result. Choudhury *et al*.^[@CR70]^ reported a PIC value of 0.25 in 2630 Assam rice collections and PIC value of 0.23 in the whole northeast rice collection. These all findings indicated that the rice accession used in the present study material has larger genetic diversity. The marker RM 474 and RM 320 have higher discriminatory power to distinguish genotypes due to its high PIC value (0.747) and (0.749). The primer RM 87 and RM 480 showed lower PIC value (0.005) suggesting less discriminatory power of this primer under study.

Allelic richness (Ne) is a measure of genetic diversity and determines the flexibility of the population to adapt to various ecosystems^[@CR71]^. In the present study, 65 polymorphic markers detected 147 alleles among 144 rice germplasm with an average of 2.26 alleles per locus. Similarly, Singh *et al*.^[@CR72]^ also reported 112 alleles with an average of 3.11 alleles per locus in 729 varieties using 36 HvSSR markers. Anupam *et al*.^[@CR33]^ also detected only 2--3 alleles in 74 rice germplasms comprised of indigenous landraces and improved variety and breeding lines of Tripura. Pauchauri *et al*.^[@CR69]^ reported 2--4 alleles with an average of 2.7 alleles in a collection of landraces and improved variety. Islam *et al*.^[@CR73]^ detected 2--3 alleles in the aromatic rice of Bangladesh. Whereas, Nachimuthu, *et al*.^[@CR74]^ detected 2--7 alleles with an average of 3 alleles per locus in rice collected from India, South East Asia and America. Choudhary *et al*.^[@CR75]^ reported a higher number of alleles (3.69) per locus with a range of 3 to 7 alleles in 100 major rice cultivars using 52 hyper-variable SSR markers. Das *et al*.^[@CR66]^ also reported a higher number of alleles ranging from 2--11, with an average of 4.91 alleles per locus in Northeast rice germplasm. Edzesi *et al*.^[@CR76]^ reported average 11.3 alleles per locus in China and Vietnam rice accession. Roy *et al*.^[@CR77]^ also detected 2--21 alleles with an average of 8.49 alleles in rice accession comprised of Arunachal Pradesh landraces, basmati rice, local aromatic rice of Meghalaya, *aus* rice, *japonica* rice, *indica* rice. The discrepancy in the number of alleles detected might be due to the use of highly diverse genetic material and polymorphic DNA markers in their study.

Gene diversity similar to the present study has been reported by Chen *et al*.^[@CR78]^. Ananadan *et al*.^[@CR40]^ also reported 0.30 gene diversity in 426 ARC accessions, 25 tropical *japonica*, 57*indica* landraces, 127 breeding lines. Roy *et al*.^[@CR79]^ reported 0.66 gene diversity in 26 rice accession of Arunachal Pradesh. Genotyping of 409 Asian rice accessions collected from 79 countries of the world using SSR markers revealed the genetic diversity of 0.68, which is higher than the present study observation^[@CR80]^. Most of the diversity panel with global accessions have the gene diversity of 0.45 to 0.7^[@CR81],[@CR82]^. These results on global accessions involving *indica, tropical japonica, temperate japonica* and wild relatives help to infer that, the diversity in a panel of 114 rice accession collected from North East India represents a considerable proportion of the genetic diversity that exists in the major rice-growing Asian continent. In the present study Nm value for some markers recorded more than 1, which is considered to be high as Nm value in self-pollinated crops lies below one^[@CR83]^. The inclusion of sister lines or same landraces with different names or little amount of cross-pollination as farmers some time grows crops vary adjacent to each other might attributed to high Nm value.

Population structure analysis using model-based analysis is better than the frequentist approach of clustering since model-based clustering is based on Bayesian methods, in which certain parameters like correlated allele frequencies no-prior population information were used as defined in STRUCTURE software. Distance-based methods are usually easy to apply and are often visually appealing such as neighbor-joining to cluster multi-locus genotype data, but difficult to assess how confident one should be that the clusters obtained in this way are meaningful^[@CR84]^.

The model-based Bayesian clustering algorithm approach assigns individuals to subpopulations. Among 114 genotypes 84 genotypes were pure and 30 rice accessions were admixture. The admixture was observed because of gene flow among genotypes through a small amount of natural cross-pollination as farmers grow rice crops adjacent to each other fields. The relatively small value of alpha (α = 0.1022) in the present study reveals that only a few individuals were admixed^[@CR72],[@CR85]^. The assigning of genotypes to the subpopulation is based on the ancestry threshold of the individual. In the present study threshold of 80% was used for grouping which is more stringent and result in 30 genotypes as an admixture. A similar ancestral threshold of 80% to categorize an individual to a particular subpopulation was used by Salgotra *et al*.^[@CR59]^, and Travis *et al*.^[@CR6]^. However, if the ancestral threshold of 60% has been followed to categorize an individual according to Liakat Ali *et al*.^[@CR80]^, then only 15 individuals have been categorized as an admixture.

In the present study, population structure analysis grouped 114 genotypes into three subpopulations named as P1, P2 and P3. Roy *et al*.^[@CR79]^ also reported three number of a subpopulation in North East rice collection. Singh *et al*.^[@CR72]^ reported three numbers of groups in Indian rice. Islam *et al*.^[@CR73]^ reported three clusters in aromatic rice accessions. Das *et al*.^[@CR66]^ reported four groups in a 91 rice landraces from Eastern and Northeastern India. Edzesi *et al*.^[@CR76]^ reported seven subgroups in 628 rice accessions from China (507) and Vietnam (121) because of the big population and highly diverse population. Rathi *et al*.^[@CR86]^ have reported ten subgroups in a population of 100 *indica* rice using 98 SSR markers. Anandan *et al*.^[@CR40]^ grouped 96 rice accessions involving 70 ARC into two groups due to less number of genotypes and low diversity among individuals. In the present study grouping, pattern or number was different from other studies might be attributed to the use of different marker system and a different set of genotypes. In the present study, Banglami, 'Rongadoria' and 'Kola Ahu' was grouped in different subpopulations and 'Inglongkiri' and 'Mazubiron' was identified as admixture while Travis *et al*.^[@CR6]^ reported 'Banglami', 'BogaAhu' and 'Kola Ahu' in Aus-1 and 'Inglongkiri' and 'Mazubiron' in Aus-2. Such differences might be attributed to use of fewer markers in the present study.

The P1 comprised of genotypes like 'Banglami', 'Bizor', 'Bizor-2', 'Horin Kajuli' and 'Raja Ahu' showing drought tolerance and high recovery rate. 'Horin Kajuli' was the best genotype of this group in terms of drought tolerance, root volume, fresh root weight and dry shoot weight. The best performing genotypes in P2 were 'Kosamoni' for drought tolerance and Hafa Ahu for root volume, fresh root weight and root length. The P3 consisted of 15 genotypes (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), among which 'Boga Gajeb', 'Gajef Sali-3' and 'Norin 18/Patnai 23' showed moderate drought tolerance and rest genotypes were susceptible to drought. Among the genotypes of admixtured origin, 28% genotypes were drought-tolerant and others were identified as drought susceptible. For example, 'Inglongkiri', 'ARC 10372', 'As 38/2' showed drought tolerance. Among all 114 genotypes, Inglongkiri was the best genotypes for root volume, fresh root weight and dry shoot weight and root length. These indicated that different population identified using SSR markers also showed variation for different traits under study.

Results of AMOVA indicated that there was a higher proportion of variation among individuals and a lower proportion of variation among populations. Similar to this Jasim Aljumaili *et al*.^[@CR87]^, Islam *et al*.^[@CR39]^, Salgotra *et al*.^[@CR59]^ and Singh *et al*.^[@CR72]^ also reported a higher proportion of variation among individuals in the rice population. All the genotypes of the present study were collected from different regions of Assam covering lowland (Sali rice) and varied upland (Ahu rice) situation, which results in higher variation among individuals than among populations. Within individuals 6% variance was observed, it indicated the high purity of germplasm and has been maintained carefully without any mixture. A very high F~IT~ value has indicated a lack of heterozygosity most likely due to the inbreeding nature of rice (Nachimuthu *et al*.^[@CR74]^). The F~ST~ inbreeding coefficient within subpopulations relative to the total provides a measure of the genetic differentiation between subpopulations^[@CR88]^. The determination of F~ST~ using structure analysis for the subpopulation of the present study was 0.407 which indicated high differentiation between subpopulation because genotypes were collected from a wide range of ecology and topography. Wright^[@CR58]^ proposed that values of F~ST~ 0.25 explain a very great differentiation between subpopulations; the range of 0.15 to 0.25 indicates moderate differentiation; while differentiation is not negligible if F~ST~ is 0.05 or less.

The PCoA analysis showed large genetic diversity and distinctness of populations, the first two principal coordinates explained 11.63 and 9.12% of the variance. A similar pattern of molecular variance was reported by Nachimuthu *et al*.^[@CR74]^.

In all genotypic based clustering patterns of the present study, admixtures were distributed over subpopulation. Groupings of genotypes obtained through model-based analysis, unweighted neighbor-joining clustering and PCoA were incongruent to a large extent indicating real genetic differences among the genotypes under study at DNA level and perfectness of clustering of genotypes. Venn diagram analysis also showed more than 62% of co-linearity between rice germplasm grouping in neighbor-joining clustering and model-based population structure. A similar finding was also reported by Singh *et al*.^[@CR72]^. Observed minor differences in a grouping of genotypes could be attributed to the difference in their methodology of grouping, as model-based analysis grouping is based on the Bayesian model approach whereas unweighted neighbor-joining clustering is distance-based approach in which genotypes with admixtures were not considered. The result of model-based analysis was more productive as it provides detail information about the genetic constitution of genotypes which help in the separation of admixture from pure genotypes. The result of Model-based analysis is robust for small population size^[@CR89]^. Grouping or clustering of genotypes helps in identification of diverse parents to be used in the hybridization programme to create segregating progenies with maximum genetic variability for further selection^[@CR90]^. Therefore the selection of genotypes from different population complimenting for different root traits and drought tolerance help in generating transgressive segregates for root traits and drought tolerance.

No correlation was observed between genotypic and phenotyping based clustering. which is obvious, because 61 SSR markers used in the present study were random SSR markers, not EST markers. SSR markers are present in both non-coding and coding region of genome^[@CR38],[@CR91],[@CR92]^, but majorities of SSR markers are present in introns and might not affect the trait of interest directly^[@CR93]^. Only a few of the SSR markers might be linked to genomic regions which influence the trait of interest. Phenotype is the resultant of genotype and environment effect. At molecular level phenotype is the outcome of many gene expression and interaction. Diversity based on phenotypic traits is influenced by environments^[@CR33]--[@CR35]^. Another reason could be that only a few markers may be linked with root, shoot and drought tolerance, therefore little variation is detected by the SSR markers in the present study. Farmers have selected land-races based on yield attributes and unknowingly they have selected for drought tolerance and better root system in upland rice germplasm of northeast India. Morphological traits were subjected to farmer's selection pressure while SSR (DNA) markers were not the target of selection^[@CR94]^. These reasons might leads to high chances of no correlation between genotypic and phenotypic based clustering. Silva *et al*.^[@CR95]^ also reported a low correlation (0.35) between genotypic and phenotypic diversity in sorghum. Fufa *et al*.^[@CR96]^ also observed a low correlation between genotypic based clustering and yield attributes based clustering in red winter wheat. Nazaphy *et al*.^[@CR97]^ reported a low correlation of 0.049 between SSR marker-based clustering and phenotypic based clustering. According to Martinez *et al*.^[@CR98]^ correspondence between molecular and phenotypic based diversity might be improved by analysing more numbers of morphological and DNA markers. Silva *et al*.^[@CR95]^ stated that the poor correlation observed between the molecular and the phenotypic diversity matrices highlights the complementarity between the molecular and the phenotypic characterization to assist a breeding program. Hence, the combined use of phenotypic and molecular data is regarded as the best way to identify divergence among genotypes due to their complementary nature.

The present study revealed a high level of genetic diversity among the accession at DNA level, root phenotype and drought tolerance as the landraces of NE India are cultivated by farming community historically for many years in a diversified ecological niches such as near river basin, hills, hill slopes and plains, etc.

Conclusion {#Sec18}
==========

In this present study, SSR based diversity analysis confirmed the existence of genetic diversity in a population of 114 rice genotypes. Based on various statistical methods, we identified three subpopulations along with 30 admixtures. These three subpopulations were highly differentiated from each other. The majority of variation was observed among individuals. The gene and allele based diversity analysis have indicated the existence of a broad genetic base in this population. The result of the model-based analysis is in close correspondence with the results of the neighbor-joining clustering and PCoA analysis. Thus, the results of this study indicate the scope for utilizing the genetic diversity results in association mapping analysis and selection of diversified genotypes for the development of variety from diversified groups complementing each other for various economical traits.
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